Comments from Norway:
No specific comments from Norway about landforms or contour lines.
In the suggested ISOM201X the difference in width between 201 and 202 is too small, especially if
impassable cliff (201) is to be forbidden to pass. 201 should be close to double the size of 202.
The question about forbidden to pass 201 is controversial in Norway. Some believe that it is strange
to have a natural detail like this as forbidden. There is a big difference between a natural detail like a
cliff and a fence. A fence is more clearly defined.
In addition it could be difficult for organizers to keep track of who is breaking the rule (cross 201), so
this could lead to randomness rather than fairness.
If 201 is to be classified as forbidden to cross, the length of the feature in the terrain should be at
least 50 meters.
Positive in this category are the clarifications on runnability (stony ground / dense boulder field 209-212) and the focus on that stony ground and boulder field are area symbols (208-212).
Should there be minimum dimensions for passable water (302) when represented using light blue.
307 – impassable marsh. The same issues as for 201, and in addition marshes may have seasonal
variations
Is it necessary to introduce 314? This symbol is less applicable than the blue cross. Our suggestion is
to get rid of 313 or 314, and then we would prefer to get rid of 314.
Allowing less than 100% yellow for 401 and 402 will make it more likely that they are misinterpreted
as 403/404. We do not see the need, and would suggest to only allow 100% yellow for 401 and 402
(skip the suggested possibility of using 75%).
The vertical green stripes disturb the reading of other map detail. Some believe that the changes to
407 and 409 will make the map less readable, but the intention of adjusting the density of the green
stripe symbols to fit with the densities of 406 and 408 is logical.
Some find it useful to be able to use both the vegetation boundary alternatives (black dots and green
line) on the same map.
Do we need so many special vegetation feature symbols? To help the color deficient, it would be
useful to get rid of one of the non-black cross symbols (blue, green or brown).
503 – why should we change this? It is quite a big change from 3 – 5 meters. Should keep this as it is.
If it has to be changed; try to have not so definite specification of the width classes, as this would let
the mapmaker adapt depending on the surroundings to enhance readability.
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508 - some scepticism to shorter dashes as confusion with 505 footpath is more likely, in particular in
combination with outline colour - testing is necessary.
ISOM2000, 512 (footbridge) is missing from ISOM201X, but it is needed!
511 change (thicker - 0.2mm - line for pylons) could make it difficult to read the map with powerlines
that cross paths and cliffs. By cutting the powerline lines in areas with many black details this would
not be a big problem. It should therefore be stated that the lines may be cut - "... may be broken to
improve the legibility of the map"
518 – consider to make it a bit thinner than suggested.
521 – the grey fill option. There is disagreement about if this. Is it useful, and if it is useful - how thick
should the black line be. Should there be a minimum size? We could not agree on this.
532 – do we need so many symbols for prominent man-made features? Is the difference between
this and the asterisk big enough to justify two symbols? Is this needed?
Changing the green from 30%, 60%, 100% to 20%, 50%, 100%: There may be good perceptual
reasons for changing the percentages, but the ISOM2000 system seems to have worked well. Test
prints are necessary, and there is scepticism when it comes how this would render with non-spot
colour offset printing.
For the main change to the course setting symbols (strict enlargements) there is not agreement in
Norway, especially when it comes to the sizes of the control circles. The majority of feedback is that
the change in ISOM201X will result in too big control circles on the map. Especially with
enlargements to larger scales than 1:10000. This may lead to course setters deviating from the rule.
Is it necessary to make this change. We could not conclude on this, as there are disagreements
within the group. It is the size of the control circles that causes the greatest concern.
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Revision of ISOM 201x Final draft
Submission presented by Orienteering Australia, 12 January 2016
Prepared by Adrian Uppill, Chair Mapping Committee, with assistance from members of the
Mapping Committee, Orienteering Australia.
Endorsed by the Technical Director, Orienteering Australia
Given the short time frame in which to respond this is a provisional submission to meet the deadline
of 17th January 2016, hence we reserve the right to make further submissions as appropriate. It is to
be noted that the ‘Final Draft’ is incomplete and that only when the draft is complete can it be
judged as a whole.

Opening comments
There are many new aspects of the draft that are supported including the introduction of sections
titled On the ground (real world) minimum dimensions, Footprint of symbols, Graphical minimum
dimensions, Georeferencing and addressing colour vision impairment issues.
There are however a number of key points requiring attention being:


Reduced worldwide utility

The mapping specifications are to provide a worldwide standard symbol set for the 1:15000 scale.
ISOM2000 has essentially met this objective in that member nations have adopted the specification
because a variety of terrains throughout the world can be mapped to this common standard.
This Draft proposes increased regulation of many symbols which in the case of a couple of features
adversely affects the ability of a skilled mapper to draw an accurate ‘picture’ of the terrain. As an
example, obvious height differences in Boulder fields cannot be shown, with the mapper being
restricted to showing only the density of boulder fields. Some mappers also consider that in
Australia the draft would make some granite maps outdated with features that are obvious to the
orienteer at competition speed, no longer capable of being mapped.
The over regulation of some symbols should therefore be removed to allow a level of flexibility that
will meet world acceptance. If necessary member nations may then develop guidelines to ensure
uniformity in mapping a particular feature ie Mapping of Rock Features , Australia, see:
http://orienteering.asn.au/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/209-Orienteering-Australia-OperationalManual-Mapping-of-Rock-Featutes-20140414.pdf
There is a suggestion that complex forest terrains that cannot be mapped at the 1:15000 scale may
be suitable for sprint orienteering. This is inconsistent with the IOF Competition Rules which define
Sprint as a primarily urban and park format. As complex forest terrains can be ideal for Middle
Distance orienteering, ISOM needs to consider and accommodate, as much as it is possible, the
mapping of such terrains. Otherwise we support the base scale of an orienteering map to be 1:15000
as per the section Map scale.
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It must be permissible to use the Overprinting symbols at the 1:15000 scale on enlarged maps to the
1:10000 scale. Course symbols at the 1:15000 scale are normally, if not always, used for Middle
Distance events which has become a popular, highly competitive format. The use of 6mm control
circles on 1:10000 maps is better suited for describing the control feature and for courses having
short intensive legs and direction change.
The proposal in Map enlargements that for larger scales the overprinting symbols shall be enlarged
proportionally is therefore not supported, however it can remain as an option ie same as ISOM2000.



Forbidden to cross

A number of symbols are now described as also being “Forbidden to cross” as per section Barriers
and forbidden areas.
It is considered that this rule be removed from the mapping symbols for the following reasons:
o

o

o
o
o
o



Some symbols ie Impassable fence, Prominent impassable line feature (Pipeline!!),
are too large and can be difficult to impossible to draw legibly where space on the
map is a limiting factor.
Some symbols have been enlarged to such an extent that they dominate over other
mapped features thereby giving an unrealistic, distorted representation of the
terrain. A feature should be represented on a map according to its visual aspect and
prominence, so that it can be related from terrain to map and vice versa
The enlarged symbols may obscure important map detail.
The ‘Forbidden to cross’ status will be difficult to impossible to enforce.
It may have legal ramifications that will vary from country to country.
‘Forbidden to cross’ features are the responsibility of the organiser and course
planner and can be easily marked on the course map by applying the Overprinting
symbols 708, 709, 710 and 711.

Evaluation and legibility of symbols

In order to make a fully informed decision on the suitability and legibility of symbols it is necessary
that printed map samples and a symbol set be supplied. In particular it would be useful to see the
new symbols applied to the Print Tech map samples for comparative purposes. In respect to the
Print Tech sheet the sprint map sample could be replaced with an Australian map sample.
At no stage of the revision process have sample maps been produced (sample maps were produced
and updated for each stage of the ISOM2000 development). In the absence of sample maps
produced by the Revision Team then they will have to be done locally. This will require field working
a sample of an existing map to conform to the draft, a process that may take several months.
The size of the map symbols are mostly at their limit of legibility for normal eyesight hence a further
reduction in size of some symbols as proposed in this draft will make the printing of legible maps
from a non-offset, spot colour printing machine, an even more difficult task.
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A print test from a good quality commercial printer confirms a lot of legibility issues, these being
noted under Specifics. Further testing is likely to reveal more issues.

If the draft in its current form is implemented it may well lead to members refusing to use it, and this
would be counterproductive in endeavouring to achieve a mapping standard that has worldwide
utility. After consideration of the Draft proposals some people are now thinking that we go back to
ISOM2000, which on the whole is working well, and make a few changes to that.

Runnability

In Australia’s original submission we asked for the addition of a 4th green to cover impassable
vegetation that falls within the 0 to20% Runnability, Very difficult to run. There has been no
discussion about increasing the runnability to 40% and indeed, recent comments support retaining it
at 0 – 20%. We are not aware of any testing or support for the 10-40% range so at this stage we
consider the Runnability% should remain the same as per ISOM2000 ie 0-20%.
The ‘Impassable to cross’ symbol should remain for vegetation that is actually impassable, but
without the ‘Forbidden to cross’ status as per reasons above.

Printing and colour
This section is incomplete.
In respect to the sub section on Colour vision impairment, further advice is being sought, with
comments to be provided in due course.

Editing
The text requires professional editing.
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There has been no attempt to edit the text in this submission apart from noting a few corrections in
the symbols section.
Specifics
103 Form line
As stated in the introductory text, ‘The shape of the ground is the most important aspect of an
orienteering map”, hence it follows that contour lines, form lines, index lines and slope tags must be
prominent and take precedence in legibility over other map symbols. The proposed thin form line
and slope tag can now become hidden or lost in map detail, particularly when covered with some of
the new area screens. The line weight for the Index line and associated Slope line must be increased
to 0.14mm so as to maintain legibility.
106 Ruined earth wall
Retain current term: Small earth wall
Then consistent terminology with 108 Small erosion gully / 107 Erosion gully
A small earth wall is not necessarily a ruined earth wall.
107 Erosion gully
This has a minimum footprint of 24m.
To accommodate shorter erosion gullies a non-tapered or square end is necessary so as to achieve a
footprint of 15m or thereabouts ie minimum length similar to symbol 108

113 Broken ground
It appears that single point placement is permitted hence this needs to be clarified, or is it only an
screen area symbol.
The single point placement of Broken ground is essential.
This use of single point placement better represents broken ground as compared to the proposed
area symbols. The individual dot can be placed to avoid contour lines and other important map
detail as appropriate.
The fixed area screen can be used to visually set the density for the individual placement of dots.
114 Very broken ground
The screen symbol hides other map detail particularly contour lines hence results in an unacceptable
loss in map legibility.
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The screen can be used to visually set the maximum density for the placement of individual dots.
115 and 116 Special prominent landform feature
I note the new statement in the Printing and colour, Colour vision impairment, section that now
covers the use of additional point symbols re assisting colour blind orienteers by only using one
shape of the colour combinations. This will be greatly appreciated by colour blind orienteers.
202 Cliff
The tag should refer to the direction of the ‘down’ slope.
The main line in the Cliff has been increased from 0.18 to 0.25mm, hence together with the tag,
creates a larger footprint. To accommodate closely positioned cliffs it is better to retain the 0.18mm
main line and also have flexibility to shorten the tag to a minimum of say 0.3 (standard is 0.4).
206 Gigantic boulder
Not certain what the white in the middle achieves. Also it looks unsightly, perhaps infill with grey.
207 Boulder cluster
There are three sizes of Boulders which is necessary to show obvious height differences.
In exactly the same way it is also necessary to show obvious height differences for Boulder clusters.
Although two are proposed it is necessary that three sizes of Boulder cluster symbols be available for
mapping, hence the option for a smaller Boulder symbol needs to be retained. The smaller size will
also occupy a smaller footprint.
Relative height differences must also be able to be portrayed for 208 Boulder field and to a lesser
extent 210 Stony ground. Obvious Boulder fields and Stony ground areas are important navigational
features hence must be shown in respect to both height and density. It is essential for Australian
maps to retain the depiction of height and density for 208 and 210.

208 Boulder field
As mentioned in 207 it is necessary to show obvious height differences in Boulder fields.
The definition is also too prescriptive in application ie ‘One triangle may be used if it is placed
directly below a cliff symbol’. What if it is at the top!
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In respect to minimum placements simply say that the symbol may be combined with other rock
features.
The area screen reduces the legibility of other map detail however it can be used to provide a visual
minimum density for individual placement ie maximum gap between dots.
209 Dense boulderfield
This screen obliterates other mapped features.
Also, as with 208, the drawing tool cuts off small shapes which in some cases appears like other rock
features ie Stony ground, Boulder. This can be seen in the example below, the Right Hand Side (RHS)
box.

The example also demonstrates that it is impossible to use the new screens to present an accurate
picture of the terrain, nor is it possible to show obvious height differences even if using individual
placement as only one size is permitted. The LHS box shows individual placement (variations in size
indicating observable height differences) versus RHS box fixed screen areas .
The fixed area screen can be used to visually set the maximum density for the hand drawing and
placement of the symbol ie minimum space between objects.
210 Stony ground, slow running
It is understood that individual placement of dots is permitted in lieu of using the fixed area screens.
This is a must.
Observable height differences should also be permitted by using dots of different sizes ie 0.16 to
0.20mm.
The use of single point placement better represents Stony ground as compared to the proposed area
symbols and can be placed to avoid contour lines and other important map detail.
It is also essential that dots can be randomly drawn to form a line to match linear rock outcropping
in the natural terrain ie remove the sentence “The dots shall not be arranged to form a line”.

The area screen can be used to visually set the minimum density for individual placement ie the
maximum gap between objects.
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211 Stony ground, difficult to run
The area screen reduces legibility of other map detail.
212 Stony ground, very difficult to run
The area screen obliterates other map detail.
The screen can be used to visually set the maximum density for individual dot placement ie the
minimum gap between objects.
214 Bare rock
To improve legibility it is often necessary to increase the colour to 40%K.
(In the OCAD symbol set, the Bare rock symbol should go over the Yellow colours)
215 Trench
The gap between the two lines may be too narrow as the symbol appears as one line on the printed
map.
306 Minor/seasonal water channel
The minimum footprint of two dashes is 41m. This is a too long for some watercourse junctions,
particularly side creeks. It is suggested that when used in conjunction with another water course
that the full line symbol 305 be used that has a minimum footprint of 15m. This is shown below
where the short dashed lines of only 15m in length (LHS) are replaced with full lines (RHS).
The example also shows Distinct and Indistinct watercourse junctions, something that could be
illustrated in the specifications similar to the footpath diagrams for 505 and 506

402 Open land with scattered trees
Testing is required to determine which the best dot size is for white in the screens (now reversed).
With reference to the 3 screens in OCAD, testing suggests that the smaller white dot (0.3) screen is
probably better as it makes point features like 109 Small knoll (0.5) more legible.
Testing of the Open land with scattered bushes/thickets using green at 60% or 100% is also required.
This screen will be terrible for colour vision impaired orienteers hence from the perspective of a
colour-blind person these screens must be avoided.
404 Rough open land with scattered trees
Similar comments as per 402, although the colour blind issue is probably worse.
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407 Vegetation, slow running, good visibility
407 and 409 now have closer line spacings. As the line spacing for 409 are too close resulting in
reduced legibility of other map detail, and as it also impacts on 407, it is considered that the
respective line spacings be changed to:
407 from 0.48 to 0.80mm (current is 0.84)
409 from 0.24 to 0.40mm (current is 0.42)
Again these screens are subject to further testing but will be more legible than the proposed line
spacings for 407 and 409.
409 Vegetation, difficult to run, good visibility
Detail under this screen is illegible. See above.
411 Vegetation, Impassable
The alternative colour green and black dot screen prints as virtually black, hence possibly
indistinguishable from 201 Impassable cliff. Remove this option.
414 Orchard
Combining this symbol with the Undergrowth symbols is subject to testing for legibility.

417 Distinct vegetation boundary
The dotted black line is a problem particularly in Stony ground areas. In these areas Symbol 416
Distinct cultivation boundary appears to be a satisfactory remedy as permitted.
The full green line must be avoided as this will be a complete disaster for colour-blind orienteers as
the symbol will be confused with contour lines. Feedback also suggests that some normal vision
orienteers may interpret the green line as a hedge or actual physical boundary.
Use of a green line should be removed.
418 Prominent big tree
Suggest terminology Prominent large tree
419 Prominent bush or tree
This symbol must be avoided for colour-blind orienteers as it will be confused with 109 Small knoll.
The Earth feature is generally more important than a single small tree or bush. On urban Sprint maps
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a small coloured dot to the colour-blind, who cannot tell the difference between brown and green, is
more likely to interpret the dot as being a bush / small tree so is less of an issue.
Also the use of single green dots cannot be used in combination with the proposed new screen Open
land scattered bushes/thickets and vice versa. And the same with Rough open land scattered
bushes/thickets.
Suggest the small green dot be deleted and that if any prominent bush or tree really needs to be
mapped for the 1:15000 scale then use 418 or the proposed 421 Prominent vegetation feature –
triangle, or perhaps introduce a green asterisk. However I would suggest if used this will lead to
over mapping of small bushes / small trees, something to be avoided for the 1:15000 scale.

515 Impassable wall
Footprint is too large, revert to existing symbol size.
518 Impassable fence
Footprint is too large, revert to existing symbol size.
519 Crossing point
Footprint is too large, revert to existing symbol size.
529 Prominent impassable line feature
Footprint is too large, revert to existing symbol size.
532 Prominent man-made feature -asterisk
Not asterix
702 Map issue point
The symbol appears understated, perhaps use a double bar.
708 Uncrossable boundary
The word ‘Uncrossable’ is used differently here than every other usage where it means it’s difficult
to cross. Here it means ‘forbidden’, hence the symbol name should be ‘Forbidden boundary’.
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Dear IOF Friends,
Dear Map Commission Members,

Regarding ISOM, we would like to send to you, in the name of POF Cartography Department, our
suggestions regarding a specific situation.

In this specific situation we propose two options in alternative at black 100%:
- Red, if (and when) the digital printing is the official system; or
- Black 70%, for the actual offset system printing.
In both solutions the contour still be with a black 100% line.

This solution was thinking (and we think that is very important) especially when there are many
information.

Cumprimentos,
Jorge Simões
Diretor Técnico Adjunto
Federação Portuguesa de Orientação FPO

14 January 2016

Feedback from the Swedish Orienteering Federation
regarding the final version of the ISOM 201x

General comments
If not commented, we agree to the proposed definitions and changes.
Three test maps are attached:
<map name>_2000
<map name>_201x
<map name>_201x_sweden
isom_201x_sweden.ocd - symbol file with Swedish proposals
isom_201x.crt - cross reference table used
The maps do contain some symbol irregularities. We have focused to highlight for us important
symbols. See comments inserted below which map to analyze for each symbol.
Print tests
are clearly needed to fine-tune all proposed symbol changes, and how they interact in complex
areas. Therefore, our symbology comments are not final. Print tests should be delivered to the
federations.
Symbol numbering
renumbering from ISOM2000 - is this wise? If to be changed, please do a complete another
numbering principles to avoid conversion mistakes.
Map scale
Scale 1:7 500 must also be described. It is commonly used for classes 60+, e.g. as used in WMOC
2015. It should be an enlargement of 200 %. The map scales used in Sweden is 15000 for DH16DH35, 7500 for DH60+ and 10000 for the other classes.
Permitted screen combinations
Table must be included as in ISOM2000. This must also include allowed combinations for 114 and
209-212. Emphasize that if to combine for example 210 and 407 both the stoniness and the
vegetation must decrease the runnability with at least 20 % each.
Random rasters as area symbols (113,114,210,211,212,213)
Dots should always be complete, i.e. never cutted by the area outline. It is up to the mapping
software to handle this correctly.
May not
shall be described in the Introduction - Conventions
Guidelines
There is a clear need for guidelines and practical examples, especially for contouring in complex
areas. Ideally, this should be done in conjunction with practical tests with runners, e.g. defining
best three-dimensional depiction.

Prioritised comments
Forbidden to pass
Rules which cannot be controlled should not be defined. Furthermore, specific competition rules
which do vary according to season, age, running direction etc., should not be defined in ISOM. For
example, water levels can vary considerable, so lakes, marshes and water courses can be
seasonable impassible but more or less dry, i.e. crossable, otherwise.
The only symbols that should be defined as not allowed to pass in ISOM are man-made features,
i.e. 518, 520, 521 and 529. Everything else must be up to the IOF competition rules, course-setter
(eg. with 708/709) and/or runner to decide and monitor (for fairness).
Texts needs to be adjusted for (at least) 201, 206, 301, 307, 309, 411.
Graphical minimum dimensions
We propose, instead of the bullet list for minimum gaps, to have this text:
"The smallest gap between point, line and area features of the same colour should be 0.1 mm, if
not otherwise defined. In complex areas and if no better generalization alternatives can be used,
features may touch once but never overlap.
The distance between line symbols of the same colour (black, blue or brown) should be 0.15 mm.”
Some common examples where touch may be needed are: boulders where you can barely run inbetween, boulders in stone walls, small knolls in complex areas.
The proposed gaps as ”strong recommendations” will not be followed in many complex situations.
For example, buildings are very often closer than 4.5 metres (0.3 mm) to each other and forbidden
areas. It is also illogical and unclear to add a new level between recommended and required.
Minimum areas - full colour
We propose to define the minimum area for full colours, including white holes in any coloured area
(405), to 0.25 mm2, i.e. 7.5x7.5 meters. This change is really important to depict minor open areas
and non-circular thickets, in size comparable with the green dot (419).
Point symbol sizes
The sizes of many point symbols are still much too large, resulting in generalization issues in
complex areas and illogical symbol sizes. They are much more visual than eg. boulders and small
knolls, even if they in reality very often not is more conspicuous.
We propose that the point symbol diameter in general is changed to 0.7 mm diameter for the
majority of the point symbols. See map examples and specific comments below.
Runnability
We do not understand the reasoning to change the runnability percentages for the most green
areas and to include the new symbol 411. Many maps will be more green, which reduces legibility.
Note that green percentages were changed for ISOM2000 to reduce the amount of green colour.
In Sweden the ISOM2000 categories works well, given the seasonability aspects. See map
examples. The definition text should emphasis the great variability and differences due to
vegetation season, age etc.
Runnability percentages must also be defined for 114, 209-213.
Wall symbols (105, 106, 513-515)
We cannot accept the proposed much denser and thicker dotted symbols. It will not work in areas
with many walls, like in southern Sweden. ISOM2000 symbol dimensions work very well in
Sweden. See map example Frostavallen, including (faked) impassable wall in west (Hallins lycka).
103 Form lines
0.10 mm line width will be problematic to correctly reproduce in all different angles for any CMYK
device, like colour-laser printers. We propose to change the line width to 0.14 mm. An alternative to
the dashed pattern is to use a light brown color, 60% brown with 0.14 mm. The exact percentage
needs to be carefully evaluated in complex areas. See map examples.

We suggest to change
"Only one form line may be used between neighboring contours.”
to
"Only one level of open form line should be used between neighboring contours.”
I.e. contour knolls and depressions does not count and only one form line shall be used, except
when really needed. And it is allowed to draw closed form lines (hills/depressions) adjacent to open
form lines.
Neighbouring must be defined more precisely, we propose:
” Neighbouring is defined as the visible surrounding terrain, approximative maximum 50 meters.”
406 Vegetation, slow running
We propose to use green 35%, which will enhance legibility for minor areas without disturbing map
reading. See map examples.
407 Vegetation, slow running, good visibility
The new proposed symbol, to make the lines more dense, will vastly reduce legibility in complex
areas. The current symbol is bad enough. We propose instead slightly thicker (0.20 mm) and
rasterized (60%) lines. Line distance 0.80 mm. See map examples.
It must be tested carefully, especially when combined with 404, marshes and detailed contours.
408 Vegetation, difficult to run
We propose to use green with 65% percentage (to keep 30% difference to 406) and to lower the
minimum area to 100 m2. Legibility for small medium green rasters are close to full green. Legibility
will be enhanced if most minor thickets can be drawn with 408 instead of 410. See map examples.
409 Vegetation, difficult to run, good visibility
The new proposed symbol, to make the lines more dense, will vastly reduce legibility in complex
areas. The current symbol is bad enough. We propose instead slightly thicker (0.20 mm) and
rasterized (60%) lines. Line distance 0.40 mm. See map examples.
It must be tested carefully, especially when combined with 404, marshes and detailed contours.
503b Road - minor
We propose to add a symbol for narrow maintained roads, less than ca 3 metres wide. They
should be depicted with a black line 0.25 mm wide.
Narrow maintained roads, like bike tracks, are often difficult to depict legible in complex urban
areas.

508 Narrow ride
Black should only be used when there are a distinct path on the ground.
We propose the following definitions, split into two different symbols:
508
A linear man-made feature (forestry extraction track, sandy track, ski track) through the terrain
which do have a distinct visibility on the ground but with reduced runnability.
Symbol: black line, 0.14 mm thick, 2.0/0.25 mm dashes.
As this symbol depicts features with reduced runnability, we do only propose an allowed
combination with 60% green line, see the left image.

”509”
Forest rides and other open lines in forest like minor extraction tracks which do not have a distinct
visibility on the ground.
Symbol: yellow line, 0.18 mm thick.
Note the colour drawing order for this yellow line and the green used for 407/409. See map
example Frostavallen.

520 Area with forbidden access
We cannot accept the text "Areas with forbidden access should be bounded by the black boundary
line or another black line (e.g. fence)."
Private areas in Sweden have often no distinct boundary at all, like farmhouses and houses in
forest / old meadows / dune areas. See map examples and photos.
The outline should be represented by the relevant symbol or not at all if not exact definable.
This is also in line with ISSOM, which allows 528.1 to be delineated ”in any relevant way”.

521 Building
We propose to remove "Minimum gap between buildings and between buildings and other
impassable features: 0.3 mm."
The standard distance of 0.1 mm is much more relevant to use and important aspects of buildings
may not be possible to depict with 0.3 mm. Passthroughs must be possible to depict. This is very
common in Swedish suburbs. ISOM2000 works well in these situations.
Black 65% fill color for large buildings should not be permitted.

Comments
101
We propose to remove "The mouth of a re-entrant or a spur must exceed 0.5 mm (footprint 8 m)"
The other rules (line distance and bend radius) is enough to ensure legibility and the proposed
footprint of 8 meters does not work in complex areas.
We propose also to change
”Contours must be adapted (not broken) in order not to touch small and elongated knoll symbols.”
to ”Contours should be adapted (not broken) in order not to touch small and elongated knoll
symbols.” There is sometimes a need to break contour lines for knolls in very complex areas.
102
We would like to add the sentence:
”The level for index contour must be selected carefully in flat areas, ideally the middle contour in
the most prominent slopes should be selected.”

Slope line (”104”)
Slope lines should have an own symbol number, and can be both line and point symbol. If light
brown is selected for form lines, the slope form lines needs to use the same colour.
109
We propose that the symbol diameter is changed to 0.45 mm, which facilitates legibility in complex
areas and is more consistent with the size of 110.
111, 112, 203, 303 (depression and v’s)
We propose that the line width is changed to 0.14 mm and the outer measure to 0.7/0.55 mm.
Symbol 203 must exist in one rotated and in one unrotated variant if the map must be rotated from
database projection to magnetic north.
115, 313, 420, 531 (crosses)
We propose that the line width is changed to 0.14 mm and the outer measure to 0.7 mm.
20x
Percentage for dark grey optionally used for rocks must be defined
205
"A large boulder should be more than 2 m high.” this is highly dependable on the terrain structure,
in many areas 3 meter is more relevant as boulder minimum height may be 1.7 meter.
We propose the following text:
"A large boulder should be approximately twice as high as the minimum boulder size used in the
map.”
207
We propose that the symbol dimension is changed to 0.7 mm (and the enlarged size to 0.84).
213
We propose an adjusted graphic implementation. ISOM2000, and the proposed graphic
implementation as well, is much too dominant especially in sand dune areas with detailed
contours. Black dots should not be used.
Our proposal is a random raster, like 210, with small 25% black dots to make the contours legible.
See map example Friseboda.
215
Trench is man-made, move to the 5xx numbering.
301
We propose to keep the minimum width of 0.2 mm from ISOM2000. Uncrossable canals may be
difficult to depict in complex areas.
305, 306
Line width must be as in ISOM2000, 0.14 mm. 0.18 mm is much too thick in many situations,
especially meandering streams and minor ditches (abandoned fields) in marshy areas.
See map examples.
311, 312, 314
We propose that the line width is changed to 0.14 mm and the outer measure to 0.7 mm.
Symbol 312 must exist in one rotated and in one unrotated variant if the map must be rotated from
database projection to magnetic north.
Springs do exist which have no stream outlet. The definition text should be adjusted.

402
We propose to define the minimum area to 25x25 meter. It will be problematic to correctly map
park areas otherwise.
404
The green dots should always be 60%. 404 with green dots should not be combined with 407/409.
The minimum area should be 3x3 mm, i.e. 2025 m2.
406-409
We propose to include a height vegetation limit of ca. 1 meter between undergrowth and forest, in
line with 403/404.
411
We propose to remove this symbol. Definition for 410 must then be adjusted.
710 should be used when relevant.
416 and 501
We propose to adjust the line width to 0.10 mm.
417
We propose to remove the green line alternative as it is difficult to distinguish in complex green
areas and can easily be mistaken for a watercourse. We tested also with green dots without any
success.
418, 421
We propose that the line width is changed to 0.16 mm and the outer measure to 0.8 mm.
”513”
We propose to add back the old symbol 512 (Footbridge), to be able to correctly depict isolated
(without a path) bridges over ditches and streams. See map example Frostavallen (Nyrupshus).
516
We propose the definition "A fence less than ca. 1 meter high."
1 meter is a more relevant height for passability, without climbing.
518
We propose the definition "An impassable fence, higher than ca. 1 meter.”
1 meter is a more relevant height for passability, without climbing.
526, 530
We propose that the line width is changed to 0.12 mm and the outer measure to 0.7 mm.
The dot diameter for 526 should be 0.12 mm. See map examples Friseboda and Frostavallen.
532
We propose that the asterisk (not asterix) symbol is symmetric (72 degrees between the arms).
”533”
We would like to add the black triangle, as proposed in the first draft.
”60x”
We propose to also define text symbols for eg. contour heights, hydrographic and urban features.
Move the index height text from 102 to here.
Overprinting symbols
Enlarging for 1:7500 (200 %) needs to be added.

24 Campbell St, Karori
Wellington 6012
Tel +64 22 620 9763
gm@orienteering.org.nz
www.orienteering.org.nz

17 January 2016

ISOM Revision
Consultation Paper for Federations

General comments
There is insufficient time to evaluate this draft properly before the deadline in January 2016. There are substantial
new changes proposed since the 2013 draft. Most proposals are about legibility. Evaluation takes more than
reading a proposal. It takes experimentation on our actual maps, and printing. And most home printers are not
good enough, it takes professional printing. Unfortunately many of our experienced mappers are busy mapping
the Auckland World Masters Games 2017 and Ocean 2017 as this is our southern hemisphere summer when its
prime time (weather and time availability due to summer holidays) for mapping work.
We request the deadline for national submissions be extended to 31 July 2016.
A number of aspects of the revision affect the nature of the sport. We think the IOF Mapping Commission has gone
beyond its area of responsibility, to issues which belong to other commissions. At a national level, these should be
considered by the Technical Committee, or even more widely. If appropriate, they might be implemented in
competition rules, but not the mapping specification. We have tried to involve the ONZ Technical Committee but
again due to timing and availability this has been difficult. This too needs 6 months.
These aspects are
1.

The specification staunchly proclaims the scale of 1:15,000 as the standard orienteering scale. It provides
for nothing else, until you get to 1:5000 for sprint orienteering (fast non-technical usually urban
competition). In New Zealand there is widespread use and enjoyment of detailed terrains which cannot be
mapped at 1:15,000. (The specification provides for a proportional enlargement to 1:10,000, but since
symbol sizes enlarge too, this does not allow any additional detail.)

2.

The specification declares a number of features are "not to be crossed". This is supposed to remove doubt
over eg dangerous cliffs etc. It transfers responsibility for safety and fairness from the course planner and
controller, to the mapper; and it introduces impossible compliance questions. We can see the goal but
think this cure may be worse than the cause. The controller currently has course-marking symbols which
can be used.

3.

The specification introduces an additional shade of green, to represent forest runnability. While there are
problems with the runnabiliity levels we have now, an additional level is something which will (a) obsolete
parts of many existing maps and (b) put up mapping time and cost. There may be no discernible benefit to
the sport. The sport as a whole should decide whether the benefits exceed the costs.

4.

The specification would require control circles to grow as maps are enlarged from
1:15,000. It is not laid down at present, and current New Zealand practice of keeping 6mm
circles gives more certainty about control location in detailed areas. (Which one of several
boulders is meant?) This is related to point #1.

There is one matter of detail which can be commented on straight away, or left in the hope that more time is
allowed.
The specification has a numbering system for map features, eg a standard contour is 101.0. While mappers don’t
go around with numbers in their heads, they are the basis for identifying symbols in software such as OCAD. The
numbering changed between ISOM1990 and ISOM2000 (the one in existence now). The numbering mismatch is
causing problems with files today. The draft proposes a much more widespread symbol renumbering. It seems that
the numbering similarity with the sprint, MTBO and perhaps SkiO mapping specifications might be lost too. This
will cause a lot of problems with map conversion and maintenance. There are rather unsatisfactory software tools
to handle this, but there seems no good reason why the numbering should not be preserved as much as possible.
Conclusion
While there are some good aspects in the proposal, there are many things which we want to evaluate more
carefully. There are some worrying aspects which we believe are wider than the mapping sphere, and should if
appropriate be decided in competition rules.

Catriona McBean
General Manager
Orienteering New Zealand
17 January 2016

Dear Map Commission,
following some comments from the Austrian Orienteering Federation.
The scale of 1 : 15 000 for WRE events, long distances and Elite categories is good, for national events
in Austria the scale of 1 : 10 000 and for Senior categories the scale of 1 : 7 500 is usually used. If any
other countries have the same situation, this should be taken into consideration.
Is it really necessary, to introduce new symbols (116, 421, 532)? Especially the use of a triangle or
asterix symbol could be problematic to distinguish. And if there are many different prominent
features, they can/must be specified exhaustively in the legend.
The color of the outline of symbol 302 is too light, especially in combination with the dashed line.
And in general, the line width of 0.1 mm is too thin when using colors, this might not be perceived
under bad lighting conditions.

Symbols part
101 Contour
Is it really necessary to mention absolute accuracy at all? It may be more misleading than useful.
Nowadays with better basemaps than ever before mentioning absolute accuracy doesn't make big
sense anymore.
103 Form line
In our opinion the thickness of form line have to be the same as the one used for contours. So both
0,14mm. The same aplies in case of slope lines (extended with the thickness of slope line of index
contour). Different thicknesses just make the picture more disturbing (based on examples when we
tried proposed system already while using ISOM2000). Solution is the use of appropriate quantity of
form lines not to distinguish them visually from Contours and Index contours.
113 Broken ground, 114 Very broken ground
Even though we agree that these two symbols are area symbols we don´t agree representing such
areas by area symbols in drawing programs. Predefined patterns doesn´t allow to clearly represent
distinct land forms within broken ground areas.
116 Special prominent landform feature
What kind of object(s) is presented by brown triangle in Great Britain? Is it really necessary
to add another symbol?
4.2 Rock and boulders ˝Rock is shown in black, but for areas with much black detail, dark
grey may be used instead, in order to distinguish rock from other black features (such as
paths and buildings).˝ How do you intend to distinguish 214 Bare rock symbol (for basically
well runable area) from impassable rock formations only by colour? We have been looking
for solution to make the difference between paths and rock/boulders as well but are not really
sure that this is a universal acceptable solution for the problem.
203 Rocky pit or cave
Following part of the sentence ˝except for caves with a distinct vertical entrance, where the
symbol should point into the cave˝ doesn´t correspond with reality in karst areas. Often the
entrance to the cave starts with a horizontal ˝tunnel˝ which may later on turn into vertical
shaft. So we suggest deleting the word vertical. That is also the reason why in Slovenia we
usually represent entrances to the vertical shafts/chasms by (enlarged) groundplan using the
symbols 201 or 202.
209, 210, 211 Stony ground
The same comment as in case of Broken ground symbol. We agree that these are area
symbols but at the same time we are strongly against their use as area symbol in drawing
programs. The only logical exception might be completelly open areas completelly covered
by stones (scree bellow cliffs (in the mountains), rocky outcrops covered by stones and
gravel (in Norrbotten for example) where the regular dot screen would be used in
combination with symbol 401 Open land.

414 Orchard
˝May be combined with an undergrowth symbol.˝ We agree that in practice this a solution
very much needed in in overgrowing orchards but do you think that it will be legible enough?
We doubt.
417 Distinct vegetation boundary
We disagree with the green line option. In most rocky areas the distinct vegetation changes
are presented already with the contrast between yellow/white/green so we suggest to omit
use of this symbol completelly (when making a mess in the map) rather than introducing
another symbol. Dominant features are rocky/stony objects anyway...
421 Prominent vegetation feature – triangle
What for another shape???
513 Wall, 514 Ruined wall
The change in distances comparing to ISOM 2000 is a complete disaster and can not
be accepted/used when mapping in karst areas of Slovenia, Croatia and similar. Leave
it as it is now!
532 Prominent man-made feature – asterix
What for another shape???

Textual part
Map scale
˝Terrain that cannot be legibly presented at a scale of 1:15000 is not suitable for international
orienteering events, but may be suitable for international sprint orienteering events.˝
We can not agree with this completelly as certain very complex areas presented in 1:10.000
scale used for Middle distance can be legibly enough mapped exclusivelly for 1:10.000 scale
not being just simple enlargement of map in 1:15.000. On the other hand such an area can
not be used under fair conditions while using just the enlagement of 1:15.000 map.

Slovenian Orienteering Federation; prepared by Daniel Lebar, Krešo Keresteš, Dušan
Petrovič

Ljubljana, Januar 19, 2016

Finnish Orienteering Federation (FOF) Statement to the ISOM 201X Final Draft

201 Impassable cliff
FOF strongly opposed proposal. It is impossible to control competitors route during the race
and it is impossible to specify where are the exact starting and ending points of (impassable)
cliff.
FOF proposal is to use 709 Out-of-bounds area symbol if the cliff is wanted to be
impassable/out-of-bounds.

204 Boulder + 205 Large boulder
There is no need to have new symbols showing difference in size. More alternatives
concerning one symbol would mean more variability between the maps/mappers and this
would decrease general quality of maps.
FOF proposal is to remove new symbols from the final draft.

210 Stony ground, slow running
FOF proposal is to increase maximum centre to centre distance to 20 metres = 1.3 mm.
Also FOF proposed that symbol would be trapezoid. This kind of symbol would simulate stony
ground better comparing dot symbol.
FOF proposal, symbol can be rotated:

214 Bare rock
In a proposal there are some inconsistency concerning black color; 25% in a picture and 30%
in a text.
FOF proposal is to use 25% if using black color. This value works best in Finland when using
black color in a bare rock areas.

307 Uncrossable marsh
FOF strongly opposed proposal. It is impossible to control competitors route during the race
and it is impossible to specify where are the exact edges of the marsh. The marsh edge
locations and the size of the marsh itself will vary depending on the season.
FOF proposal is to use 709 Out-of-bounds area symbol if the marsh is wanted to be
uncrossable/out-of-bounds.

407 Vegetation, slow running, good visibility + 409 Vegetation, difficult to run, good visibility
Proposed distances between the green lines are too narrow (0.48 mm + 0.24 mm). Area
symbol would cover too much other map symbols and reduce map legibility.
FOF proposal is to increase distance between the lines. In existing specification ISOM2000
distances are good (0.84 mm + 0.42 mm).

518 Impassable fence
Proposed line width is too wide (0.35 mm). With this line width there would be a drawing
problems e.g. when the fence is located near the road (this is typical situation).
FOF proposal is to make narrower line, 0.35 mm  0,30 mm. Then impassable fence and
impassable wall would be with the same line width.

520 Area with forbidden access
FOF proposal is not to use black boundary line always; use only if the edge area is
unambiguous.

521 Building
Proposed black line width is too wide (0.3 mm).
FOF proposal is to make narrower line, e.g. 0.18 mm, to make symbol more usable.

January 11, 2016

Finnish Orienteering Federation
Map Group

Eero-Antti Lonka
Chairman

Pasi Jokelainen
Map Manager

ISOM Revision, France answer
Before going on details, we have to thank you for the huge work done on this ISOM revision. It is
also nice to have an opportunity to give you feedbacks, even if the term “final draft” worry us
about your taking in account of those remarks. Documents sent are well presented, especially by
explaining in details all changes and reasons for it. By this way a lot of questions are already
answered. That said, the main surprise was not to find any example of map nor course both in
ISOM2000 and 201x, in order to compare and realize the visual consequences of all changes. This
is especially surprising as one of the main objective is legibility, and we cannot check it with only a
table of symbols isolated. We consider it is necessary that you take more time to make/collect
then spread examples to federations and ask for new feedbacks before finalizing and officialising
the new ISOM. As for visual consequences we also have to remember that if maps are sometimes
printed top quality for international events, the main and daily use is with laser printers.
As for goals of the revision, we mainly agree with your vision. The only point to discuss is 1:10000
as strict enlargements of 1:15000, for course symbols. The idea itself is good, and we already
think about the benefits for our national LD races where 1:15000, 1:10000 and 1:7500 are used
by different categories. For sure we will no risk anymore mistakes done by working on different
files at the same time. But in the other hand the visual effects are huge, and even if 1:15000 is
the reference it is only for LD, and 1:10000 is now much more used (MD + relays + LD for
youngest and oldest). It is why we ask for more experimentations on this specific aspect.

Now in details for each symbol. Most of changes are good, we only write there symbols or details we
don’t fully agree with:
302: announced as an alignment with ISSOM, but in fact it is not really. The “seasonal or
periodic” aspect shall not be considered and written. As the main change is to show what is
allowed to cross or not, no other factor shall interact in the difference between 301 and 302.
402 and 404: we suggest that holes can be white or 60% green, but not 100% green to avoid
misunderstanding with orchard (414) and prominent bush or tree (419).
515: symbol really too thick. It is necessary that forbidden to cross features are obvious, so a
thicker line (and dots) compare to 513 and 514 is good, but not that much. We suggest 0.25 for
line and 0.6 for dots spaced by 0.8.
518 and 529: same remark for the line, we suggest 0.3 width.
700-: as written above we are not satisfied with the visual effects when enlarging to 1:10000.
Symbols are really too big. It is also a fact that MD and relay shall use controls closer one to
each other compare to LD. This must be taken in account when writing ISOM. If the idea of
strict enlargement is mandatory, at least we can work on sizes, to find a solution that
compromises both 1:15000 and 1:10000. Right now reduction at 1:15000 is not so significant,
compared to huge differences at 1:10000, so we can go further. As written more
experimentations should be done, but we already suggest to go with:
o 701: 5.5 (line width 0.3)
o 703: 5 (line 0.3)
o 704: 3
o 705: 0.3
o 706: 4 + 5.5 (line 0.3)
o 707: 0.3
o 708: 0.6
o 710: size ok but line 0.3
o 712: 3 + line 1 (no need to enlarge it, already enough)
o 713: 3x3 + line 0.35 (no need to enlarge it, already enough)
709: two problems with this symbol. First, as it is defined now, it fully hides what is under.
Even if it is forbidden to go there, some features can be useful for orienteering. Spacing of line
of 0.6 is too short, even the alternative 0.8 hides, so we suggest 1. Secondly, it is presented as
an alignment with ISSOM, but it is false as ISSOM 709 uses stripes. Our suggestion is to also
change ISSOM 709 to those “crossing lines” pattern.
409: more tests are needed, but the same hiding problem can happen. 407 and 409 are now
more representative of runnability decrease, but your alternative with a lower density (for 407
and 409) and lighter green (20% for 406 and 50% for 408) is probably a better way.
We also notice a possible typing mistake with symbol 214 (bare rock): next to illustration is written 25%
but in the text it is Black 30%.
Last feedback is about printing and colours. This part is not finished and maybe you are already thinking
about this, but we would like that all overprinting symbols, now using purple defined as 100% Magenta in
ISOM 2000, can use a range of colours depending of the main colour(s) of the background map. If “true”
purple is often a good solution, it sometimes becomes harder to see, so we suggest the possibility to use
colours from a bluer 100% Magenta + 20% Cyan to a redder 100% Magenta + 20% Yellow.

January 17, 2016
To: The Members of the IOF Map Commission (MC)
From: Orienteering USA
Subject: Detailed feedback regarding the current draft version of ISOM201X

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the latest iteration of the ISOM201X project. These
comments are submitted on behalf of Orienteering USA, the national federation for the United States, and
were prepared as before based on consensus discussions with interested US mappers and orienteers.

INTRODUCTION
We have mixed feelings about the latest draft of ISOM201X. On one hand we appreciate some of the
recent changes, but on the other hand we continue to have some quite serious disagreements on many
issues which have remained unchanged in the latest drafts despite what appears to be significant
opposition by many federations. We also have some questions, but given the short amount of time
allowed for feedback on this latest request, there is insufficient time to properly raise them.
This current ISOM201X documents deserves more thorough review, symbol by symbol, phrase by
phrase, just as it will be used, but we have been unable to pursue this, due to the time constraints of the
review period, as well as the volume and complexity of the changes. It has been difficult enough to
produce this coordinated summary.
Our previous detailed comments as submitted almost two years ago (February 2014) still apply, and are
attached (see additional file, attached). We recognize that some changes were made over the last two
years in accordance with these comments, but most of our comments have not been addressed. What
follows is an update and summary of our current views.

We SUPPORT the following:



Most of the small detail symbol changes aimed at improving the readability of traditional 1:15000
based maps. We do not agree with all details, but most of these differences are within the bounds
of reasonable disagreement. (The form line is a notable exception.)



The technology related changes, although this is partly based on trust, since we don’t always
know enough to evaluate. We agree these are important, seem well intended, and headed in the
right direction.



For larger scale printing, proportional enlargement for point and line features.
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We DO NOT SUPPORT the following:


Most importantly, the “impassable/uncrossable features” issue.

To quote from our original report:
-Orienteering does not have a problem that needs a remedy.
-Enforcement will not work on the self-reporting (honor) system, and the reporting-of-others
system will only lead to endless arguments.
-Official monitoring is completely impossible. In many terrains you will need more monitors than
competitors.
-This has wide-reaching implications for the sport in general, completely unrelated to maps, and
therefore should be clearly outside the jurisdiction of Mapping Commission.
There are additional aggravating factors, such as seasonal changes, difficult-to-define-ends/edges, the up
vs. down differences on cliffs, changing water conditions…, and inevitable mapper differences.
As the rationale behind the “uncrossable” symbols, we find the “Align with ISSOM” reasoning to be quite
baffling, and clearly insufficient to support the intended changes. Urban and forest orienteering are simply
not analogous, and present quite different situations. On the contrary, the experience of Sprint/ISSOM
orienteering, with frequent controversies (no longer excusable as growing pains of new format), illustrates
the futility of this solution, and exactly why the “uncrossable” symbols should NOT be adopted. Surely we
don’t need to legislate these problems into the forest-based formats through ISOM. We completely reject
this rationale, both in general, and as specifically applied to the “uncrossable” symbols.
On this issue, the ISOM 201X documents (1) have not addressed the standing arguments already
presented, (2) nor demonstrated a need, (3) nor demonstrated support from the general O community, (4)
nor demonstrated support from a majority of national federations.
As for IOF entities, the most relevant IOF body, the Rules Commission, has clearly expressed its
opposition to this principle very early in the review process (2012) but the ISOM 201X documents
continue to have ignore their advice and authority, and this point has not been publicly acknowledged.
The purple course symbols are the existing and best solution to define “illegal to cross” features. These
are time tested, visually appropriate, and process appropriate (course setting stage). The ISOM 201X
proposal is none of these.



103 Form line- Please, do not change this. Leave it as is. The proposed symbol only adds
confusion, hurts the overall topographic picture, and some mappers will rationalize the thinner line
to include more meaningless form lines. Only by random chance will the interval level determine
which features will be shown with contours vs. form lines, so therefore they should look as similar
as possible. (Shallow knolls and depressions are worthwhile exceptions.)



For enlarged scale printing, many area features do not need enlargement. Most importantly, the
cluttering/distracting effect of the vertical l green line symbols 407 and 409 would function better if
not enlarged.
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The goal of higher precision and greater consistency: We find this goal to be misleading and
unproductive, especially when coupled with the proposed changes that follow. Precise location of
mapped features is certainly a virtue, but more precise regulations are meaningless, and
enforcement just creates pointless conflicts, not, better maps. In many cases an explicitly
permitted range would be advantageous, and allow the mapper to make better solutions related
to variations in both terrain and printing situations. We reject the notion that more and tighter
regulations are needed to improve map quality.



The goal of generalization: Improving readability is certainly a worthwhile goal, and we agree with
the emphasis on dimensions, separation, and footprints. However we disagree with the repeated
use of restrictions in drawing specifications. The stony ground and broken ground symbols are
just two of the examples. These additional and inflexible proposals simply make the job more
difficult, without improving readability or terrain depiction. Selection of detail in the name of
generalization is important, but it cannot be legislated.



Too much of everything: too many changes, too many new symbols, too many requirements, too
much wording and no flexibility. The sum of this simply makes it more difficult to produce a
technically compliant map, which will ultimately be more expensive, and for most of the issues,
without improving the quality of the map in the hands and eyes of the orienteer.

CONCLUSIONS:
We recognize much work has gone into this document, but we continue to believe very critical changes
are going in the wrong direction.
We believe there are key issues which undermine the integrity of this highly respected document.
Ridiculing comments about this document have already started in public orienteering forums, which we
have never observed in the past. We believe many people (mappers, administrators, and countries) will
find this document difficult to work with, and will be likely to follow their own guidelines, which doesn’t help
the overall situation.
We ask the Mapping Commission to please reconsider the points that we and many others have made,
and address the important issues.
We regret to say that we cannot endorse this document as a whole. We encourage the Mapping
Commission to consider a modified version of ISOM 201X which includes only the most generally
accepted changes. These changes would be on a scale more in keeping with the past incremental
revisions to ISOM, and then they would also be clearly within the jurisdiction of the Mapping Commission
as well. We would be very likely to support this, even if we still had some respectable disagreements. We
recognize some of the problem issues have complex symbol relationships.
Until the major problem areas discussed in detail in 2014 and summarized above are addressed, in the
opinion of our national federation, the current ISOM is (still) preferable to the existing ISOM201X draft.
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